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A b s t r a c t - - T h e  L£nczos method for solving systems of linear equations is based on formal orthog- 
onal polynomials. Its implementation is realized via some recurrence relationships between polyno- 
mials of a family of orthogonal polynomials or between those of two adjacent families of orthogonal 
polynomials. A division by zero can occur in such recurrence relations, thus causing a breakdown in 
the algorithm which has to be stopped. In this paper, two types of breakdowns are discussed. The 
true breakdowns which are due to the nonexistence of some polynomials and the ghost breakdowns 
which are due to the recurrence relationship used. Among all the recurrence relationships which can 
be used and all the algorithms for implementing the L~nczos method which came out from them, the  
only reliable algorithm is LAnczos/Orthodir which can only suffer from true breakdowns. It is shown 
how to avoid true breakdowns in this algorithm. Other  algorithms are also discussed and the  case of 
near-breakdown is treated. The same t reatment  applies to other methods related to L£nczos'. 

K e y w o r d s - - L i n e a r  equations, L£nczos method, Orthogonal polynomials. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

In 1950, C. L£nczos [1] proposed a biorthogonalization procedure for transforming any matrix 
into a similar tridiagonal one. Then, the characteristic polynomial of the tridiagonal matrix can 
be computed by a three-term recurrence relationship and the eigenvalues of the initial matr ix 
can be obtained as the zeros of the characteristic polynomial. 

In an interview given in 1974 [2], only some time before he died, L£nczos was asked: 

What  would you say has been the most important,  the most fundamental and essential 
aspect of your sixty years of work? 

And he answered, 

I believe my most important  contribution was in the fields of mathematics, to be precise, 
in numerical analysis--my discovery of a method now known as the L~mczos method. It 
is v e r y  l i t t l e  u s e d  t o d a y ,  b e c a u s e  t h e r e  a r e  n o w  a n u m b e r  of  o t h e r  m e t h o d s ,  b u t  i t  w a s  

p a r t i c u l a r l y  i n t e r e s t i n g  in  t h a t  t h e  a n a l y s i s  of  t h e  m a t r i x  c o u l d  b e  c a r r i e d  o u t ,  t h a t  is, 

a l l  t h e  e i g e n v e c t o r s  c o u l d  b e  o b t a i n e d  b y  a s i m p l e  p r o c e d u r e .  

Typeset  by , 4 ~ - T E X  
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Of course, since the computation of the eigenelements of a matrix and the solution of a system 
of linear equations axe equivalent problems, LNqczos [3] soon proposed a procedure for the sec- 
ond problem. When the matrix of the system is symmetric and positive definite, the Lgnczos 
procedure is equivalent to the conjugate gradients algorithm obtained independently by Hestenes 
and Stiefel [4] around the same period. Extensions to the nonsymmetric case were given in [5], 
but  the method only became widely known in 1975 with the biconjugate gradient algorithm of 
Fletcher [6]. 

An enormous literature on the Lgnczos method exists and it is not our purpose here either 
to give a list of references or to describe its connections with other questions. A quite complete 
account of the history of the subject and an annotated bibliography can be found in [7]. See 
also [8] for more details. 

Let us now describe the Lgnczos method. We consider the system of linear equations in C n, 
A x  = b. Let y and x0 be two arbitrary nonzero vectors and let K k ( A , u )  = span(u,  A u , . . . ,  
A k - l u ) .  The Lgnczos method consists of constructing the sequence of vectors (Xk) defined by 

xk - xo c Kk  (A, r0),  

rk = b - Axk  3_ Kk  ( A*, y) , 

(1) 
(2) 

where A* denotes the conjugate transpose of the matrix A. 
From (1), we have 

Xk - -  X 0  ---- - - ~ l r 0  . . . . .  o e k A k - l r o ,  

tha t  is, multiplying by A and adding and subtracting b 

r k  = ro  + a t A r o  + . . .  + c e k A k r o  

= Pk(A)ro,  

(a)  

(4) 

with 
Pk({) = 1 + ~ + . . .  + ak{  k. 

The orthogonality condition (2) is equivalent to 

(A*~y, rk)  = O, 

Setting 

for i = 0 , . . . , k -  1. 

ci = (A*~y, ro) = (y, Airo) , 

equation (2) is also equivalent to 

i = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  

C i "~ ( : £ 1 C i + 1  -1- • - • q -  OLkCi+ k : O, f o r  i = 0 , . . . ,  k - 1 .  (5) 

If we define the linear functional c on the space of complex polynomials by 

i = o , 1  . . . .  , 

then the preceding relations (5) can be written as 

c ({ 'Pk(~))  = 0, for i = 0 , . . . , k -  1. 

These conditions show that  Pk is the polynomial of degree k at most belonging to the family 
of formal orthogonal polynomials with respect to the linear functional c. Such polynomials are 
defined apart from a multiplying factor chosen, in our case, so that  the normalization condition 
Pk (0) = 1 holds. Formal orthogonal polynomials satisfy all the algebraic properties of the usual 
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orthogonal polynomials (which correspond to the case where the linear functional c is given as 
the integral on the real line of a positive measure) except some of the properties about  their 

zeros; see [9]. 
Since the constant te rm of Pk is equal to 1, it can be writ ten as 

and it follows tha t  

Pk(~) = 1 + ~ R k - l ( ~ )  

Xk = XO -- Rk - l (A)ro  

which shows that  xk can be computed from rk = b - Axk without using A -1. I t  is well known 

tha t  the Lfinczos method terminates in a finite number of steps not greater than the dimension 
of the system to be solved, that  is 3k < n such that  rk = 0 and xk = x = A- lb .  

In practice, the Lfinczos method is implemented by computing recursively the residual vec- 
tors rk, tha t  is the polynomials Pk. We shall now give some indications about  this computat ion.  
A quite complete exposition can be found in [10]. 

2. O R T H O G O N A L  P O L Y N O M I A L S  

The orthogonal polynomials Pk defined in the previous section are given by the determinantal  
formula 

1 . - .  ~k 

CO " ' '  Ck 

Ck-1 "'" C2k-1 Pk({)= (6) 
C 1 . . -  C k 

C k . . .  C2k_ 1 

Obviously, Pk exists if and only if the Hankel determinant 

C I Ck lj-(1) 

C2k-- 1 

(1) 
is different from zero• Thus, Pk+i exists if and only if Hk~_ i ~ O• 

I t  is well known that  a family of orthogonal polynomials satisfies a three-term recurrence 
relationship. Thus, the easiest procedure for computing the polynomials Pk is to use this relation 
which is 

Pk+l(~) = (Ak+l~ + Bk+l) Pk(~) - Ck+lPk- l (~) ,  (7) 

for k = 0, 1 . . . .  , with P - I (~ )  = 0 and P0(~) = 1. 
Writing the orthogonality conditions, we obtain 

Ak+lC (~kPk(~)) -- Ck+lc (~k- lP~- l (~ ) )  = 0, (8) 

Ak+lc (~k+lPk(~)) + Bk+lc (~kPk(~)) -- Ck+lc (~kPk-l(~))  = 0. (9) 

The  normalization condition Pk(0) = 1 provides a third equation which is 

Bk+l - Ck+l = 1• 

Thus, solving this system of three equations gives the three unknown coefficients Ak+l, Bk+l, 
and Ck+l of the recurrence relationship. The determinant  dk of this system is 
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Thus, if dk = 0, a breakdown will occur in the recurrence relationship due to a division by zero 
and the algorithm will have to be stopped• 

~¢~r(1) We see, from the above expression, that  dk can be zero even . . . .  k+l ~ 0, that  is, even if Pk+l 
exists• So, such a breakdown is not due to the nonexistence of an orthogonal polynomial of the 
family but to the recurrence relationship we are trying to use. A breakdown of this type is called a 
ghost breakdown [11]. The corresponding algorithm for implementing the L£nczos method, based 
on this recurrence relationship, will also suffer from a breakdown, called a Ldnczos breakdown [12]. 
So, this algorithm, known as Ldnczos/Orthores [13] or BIORES [14] is not reliable. 

Let us now define the linear functional c (1) on the space of complex polynomials by 

5(1)(~ i) = C(~ i+1) : C i + l ,  

and let {p(O} be the family of orthogonal polynomials with respect to c (1). These polynomials 
are taken to be monic. They are given by the determinantal formula 

Cl ' ' '  C k + l  

e k . . .  C2k 

1 . .  
p(1) (~) = (10) 

Cl • " • Ck 

• " " e 2 k -  1 

Thus, p(1) exists if and only if H (1) ~ 0, which is also the condition for the existence of Pk. 
There exist many recurrence relations between the two adjacent families of polynomials {Pk} 

and (p(1)}. Each of them gives rise to a different algorithm for implementing the L£nczos method• 
They  have been reviewed in [10] and studied in details in [15]. They  are all subject to possible 
ghost breakdowns except two of them that  will now be considered. 

It can be proved that  it holds 

- k 
(11) 

with Po(~) = Po(1)(~) = 1. The coefficient Ak is given by 

)~k 
c (Uk(()Pk(()) 

where Uk is an arbitrary polynomial of the exact degree k [16]. 
Thus a breakdown occurs in this relation if and only if 

p(1) this is equivalent to Thanks to the orthogonality conditions o f ,  k , 

C(1)(~kP(kl)(~)) = 0 .  

Thus, by (10), we see that  a breakdown occurs if and only if T'T(1) ~--- 0 or, in other words, if " ' k + l  
and only if p(1) and Pk+l do not exist. Such a breakdown, due to the nonexistence of the k-bl 
polynomial which is to be computed and not to the recurrence relationship used, is called a true 
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breakdown [11]. It will give rise to a breakdown, called a pivot breakdown [12], in any algorithm 
for implementing the L£nczos method. 

The polynomials {Pk (1)} satisfy the usual three-term recurrence relationship which becomes, 
since these polynomials are monic, 

(i) P~+I (~) = (( - ak+l) p(1)(() _ bk+lp(l_)((), (12) 

with P0(1)(~) -- 1 and p(1)(~) : 0. The coefficients ak+l and bk+ 1 a r e  given by 

bk+l  ---- 

c (1) (~Uk(~)P(k  1) (~) )  -- b k+l  C(1) (Uk(~)p(kl_)i  (~ ) )  

c(1) 1) ' 

where {Uk} is an auxiliary family of polynomials such that  Vk, Uk has the exact degree k. We 
see that ,  for the same reason as above, the recurrence relationship (12) can only be the subject 
of true breakdowns. 

Thus, using alternately the relations (11) and (12) allows us to compute simultaneously the 
two families {Pk} and {p~l)}. Setting 

rk = Pk (A)r0 and Zk = p(1) (A)ro, 

these two relations give 

r k + l  ~ ?'k -- )~kAzk ,  

Xk+ 1 ---- X k --~ ,~kZk, 

Zk+l  ~ A z k  -- a k + l Z k  -- b k + l Z k - 1 .  

This algorithm is known under the names of Ldnczos//Orthodir [13] and also BIODIR [14] when 
Uk --- Pk (1). Among all the recursive algorithms for implementing the L£nczos method, it is the 
only one which can suffer only from true breakdowns. This algorithm cannot be the seat of ghost 
breakdowns and thus it is the only reliable algorithm for the implementation of the L~nczos 
method. Moreover, as pointed out in [17] (see also [18]), its convergence properties make it a 
more interesting algorithm than the others. 

The classical Ldnczos algorithm [19,20] (also called the non-Hermitian Ldnczos algorithm [21]), 

uses the three-term recurrence relationship of the polynomials p(1). 

Another possibility for implementing L£nczos method is to compute Pa+l from Pk and Pk (1) 

(or, more precisely, a polynomial proportional to it), and p(1) from p(1) and Pk+l. The corre- z k + l  

sponding algorithm is called Ldnczos/Orthomin. It is essentially due to Vinsome [22]. Another 
implementation, corresponding to a different choice of the auxiliary polynomials Uk, is the bi- 
conjugate gradient algorithm (BOG) due to L£nczos [1,3], but which only became known after 
having being put under a more algorithmic form by Fletcher [6]. 

We shall now explain how to avoid breakdowns in the recursive algorithms for the L£nczos 
method. 

3. A V O I D I N G  T R U E  B R E A K D O W N S  

The treatment of a true breakdown consists in the following operations: 

1. to be able to recognize the occurrence of such a breakdown, that  is, that  the next orthog- 
onal polynomial does not exist, 
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2. to be able to determine the degree of the next existing (that is, regular) orthogonal poly- 
nomial, 

3. to be able to jump over the nonexisting orthogonal polynomials and to have a recurrence 
relationship which makes only use of the regular ones. 

This problem was completely treated by Draux [23] in the case of monic orthogonal polynomials. 

Since the polynomials {pO)} are monic, we shall use his results. But before that,  we shall slightly 
change our notations to simplest ones. 

Up to now, the k th polynomial of the family had exactly the degree k, and thus, it was denoted 
by p(1). Now, since some of the polynomials of the family may not exist, we shall only give an 
index to the existing ones. Thus, the k th regular polynomial of the family will still be denoted 
by p(1), but now, its degree will be equal to nk with nk > k. The next regular polynomial will k 
be denoted by p(1) and its degree nk+l will be nk+l : nk + mk.  Thus, mk is the j ump  in the k+l 
degrees between the regular polynomial p(1) and the next one. This change in the notations 

p(1) Since the polynomials means that  p(1) is, in fact, the polynomial previously denoted b y .  n~ ~k 
of the degrees nk ÷ 1 , . . . ,  nk + m k  -- 1 do not exist, we are not giving them a name. The same 
change of notations will be made for the family (Pk} .  

It was proved by Draux [23] that  m k is defined by the conditions 

c(1)(~ip(kl) ) : 0 ,  f o r i = O , . . . , n k  ÷ i n k - - 2  (13) 

0, for i = nk ÷ m k  -- 1. (14) 

Moreover, these polynomials can be recursively computed by the relationship 

pk(1) ^. cmk--1 p(1) (1) +1(~) = ( 0~0 ÷ ' ' "  ÷t~mk-l~ ÷~mk) ~k (~) -- Ck+lP~_l(~) , (15) 

for k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  with p_(1)(~) = 0, P0(1)(~) = 1, 61 = 0, and 

: 

C(1)(~nk_lP(kl.)l) ' 

O~rnk-lC(1)/'~ n~Trnlc-lP(1) '~~ k ) ÷ C(1)(~nk't-rnkP(kl)) = Ck+lC(1) (~nkPk(1--)l) ' 

( ~ + m ~ - l p ( 1 ) ~  c~m~_lc(1)  ~+2m~-2pk(1) +c(1) O/0C(1)~, k ) ÷ ' ' ' ÷  ( ) ~nk-t-2mk--lp(1)~ 
k k j  

~- Ck+IC(1) {~nk+mk-lp(1)  '~ 
\ k - U  • 

~(1)i;nk+m~-ip(1)~ is different from zero, then this system is nonsin- Since, by definition of ink, ,~ ~ ~ k J 
gular, which shows that  no breakdown (true or ghost) can occur in (15). 

For implementing the L£nczos method by the algorithm Ldnczos/Orthodir ,  we also need to 
compute Pk+l from Pk and p(1) As proved in [24], we have iIg - 

rnk--1 Pk+l(~) : Pk(~) -- ~ (rio + " "  ÷ ~rnk-l~ ) p(1)(¢), (16) 

where the fli's are given by the system 

floe(l) /t~r~lc+rnk--lp(1)~~ k ) ÷  . . . .  ÷ [~,rnk-lC(1)(~'n"~+2rn'-2p(kl) ) C (~nk+mk-lPk) . 

This relation generalizes (11). 
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Thus, using alternately (15) and (16) gives a breakdown-free algorithm for implementing the 
L£nczos method. This algorithm, given in [24], was called the MRZ where the initials stand for 
Method of Recursive Zoom. It can only suffer from an incurable hard breakdown which occurs 
when c(1)(~ ~- 1 p~l)) = 0, where n is the dimension of the linear system to be solved. Quite similar 
breakdown-free algorithms were also obtained by Gutknecht [25,26]. 

The Conjugate Gradient Squared algorithm (CGS) was obtained by Sonneveld [27]. It consists 
of considering the residual vectors given by 

rk = P~(A)ro, 

with Pk as defined above. By computing recursively the polynomials P~ and not the polyno- 
mials Pk, one avoids the use of A*, a drawback of the L£nczos method. This is possible by 
squaring the recurrence relationships used for implementing the L£nczos method. Thus, true 
and ghost breakdowns can appear in the recursive algorithms for implementing the CGS for the 
same reasons as explained above. This is, in particular, the case for the algorithm given by Son- 
nereid [27] which consists of squaring the recurrence relationships of L£nczos/Orthomin. Since 
Ldnezos//Orthodir can only suffer from true breakdowns, then squaring (15) and (16) leads to a 
breakdown-free algorithm for the CGS called the MRZS [28]. 

Another strategy for avoiding true breakdowns in L£nczos/Orthomin was proposed by Bank 
and Chan [29,30]. It is similar to the technique proposed in [31,32] and improved in [33]. It 
consists of a 2 × 2 composite step and the corresponding algorithm was called the CSBCG. This 
technique was extended to the CGS by Chan and Szeto [12] and the algorithm was named CSCGS. 

Let us now consider the other recurrence relationships between orthogonal polynomials. They 
can all be used for implementing the L£nczos method. However, as we saw above, they can be 
the subject of ghost breakdowns. We shall now explain how to avoid these ghost breakdowns. 

4.  A V O I D I N G  G H O S T  B R E A K D O W N S  

Let us, for example, t ry to compute p(1) from p(1) and Pk. As proved in [34], we have the 
" k + l  " k 

relation 
(1) P~+l(~) = (50 + - "  + 6mk-l~ m~-I + ~m~) p~)(~) _ Dk+~P~(~), (17) 

where mk is defined as above. 
This relation can be used in conjunction with (16) for computing recursively the families {Pk} 

and {pO)}. Imposing the orthogonality conditions, we have 

Dk+lc(~n~+lPk)-~mk-lc(1)[cn~+mk-lP(1)'~~¢ k J = c(1)(~ ~+m~p(,))  

Since c(i)(~ nk +ink-ip(i))  is different from zero by definition of ink, the preceding system is regular 
if and only if c(~ nk Pk) # 0. If this condition is not satisfied, then a ghost breakdown will occur 
in the algorithm. The corresponding algorithm for implementing the Linczos method was called 
the SMRZ and it is discussed at length in [34]. Squaring its recurrence relationships leads to 
the SMRZS for implementing the CGS [28]. 

It is possible to avoid such a ghost breakdown by jumping farther, until polynomials Pk and p(i) 
satisfying, in addition, the condition c(~nkPk) ~ 0 have been found. Thus, now, we must be 
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able to jump not only over nonexisting orthogonal polynomials but also over regular ones. The 

same phenomenon arises when trying to compute p(:)  from Pk+: and p(1). The corresponding k+l  
algorithm for the L£nczos method was called the BMRZ [34] and the BMRZS for the CGS [28]. 

For jumping over regular polynomials, it is necessary to use special recurrence relationships. 
They can be obtained by the technique explained in [16] and their coefficients are found by 
imposing the orthogonality conditions to both sides of the relations. For example, (16) becomes 
in that case 

Pk+:( : )  = (1 - : vk ( : ) )  Pk(: )  - :wk( : )P ( : ) ( : ) ,  (18) 

where wk is a polynomial of the degree mk - 1 at most and vk a polynomial of the degree m k -  2 
at most. For computing the coefficients of these polynomials, it is necessary to consider two cases 
according whether or not nk - m k  -J- 1 is greater or equal to zero. The corresponding relations 
can be found in [34]. 

For computing the two families of polynomials {Pk}  and {p(1)}, a second recurrence relation- 
ship is needed. The first possible choice is to use the three-term recurrence relationship (15) 
which now becomes 

Pk+l( : )  (:) = qk ( : )P ( ' ) ( : )  +pk(:)P~:_):(:),  (19) 

where qk is a monic polynomial of the degree mk and Pk a polynomial of the degree rnk -- 1 at 
most. Their  coefficients are given in [34]. The corresponding algorithm for implementing the 
L£nczos method uses alternately (18) and (19) and is called the GMRZ. It is a generalization of 
the MRZ. 

The second choice consists in generalizing the relation (17) which becomes 

pk(:) +: (:) = Sk ( : )P(1)(: )  + tk ( : )Pk (:),  (20) 

where sk is a monic polynomial of the degree mk and tk a polynomial of the degree mk -- 1 
at most whose coefficients can be computed as explained in [34]. Making use alternately of 
the relations (18) and (20) for implementing the L£nczos method leads to an algorithm named 
the BSMRZ which generalizes the SMRZ. Squaring the recurrence relationships of this algorithm 
produces the algorithm called BSMRZS for implementing the CGS [35]. In the BSMRZS, the 
most difficult point was to find out how to avoid the use of A*. It was possible to overcome 
this problem by expressing the orthogonal polynomials on a basis different from the canonical 
one and then imposing the orthogonality conditions with respect to a suitably chosen family of 
auxiliary polynomials Uk. A simpler version of this algorithm, which makes use of A*, can be 
found in [36]. 

As shown in [34], it is impossible to generalize the BMRZ. 
FORTRAN subroutines corresponding to some of these algorithms can be found in [34] together 

with numerical examples; see also [35,37]. 
Let us mention that  Gutknecht proposed an unnormalized version of the BIORES algorithm 

for curing ghost breakdowns in the BIORES by using a three-term recurrence relationship 
and, by squaring it, he obtained the unnormalized BIORES 2 for treating ghost breakdowns 
in the CGS [14] (these algorithms will be, respectively, denoted by uBIORES and uBIORES 2 in 
Table 1 below). Another procedure for treating breakdowns in the classical L£nczos algorithm is 
described in [38]. 

5.  N E A R - B R E A K D O W N S  

As explained above, a breakdown occurs in a recurrence relationship when a quantity arising 
in the denominator of one of its coefficients is equal to zero. If such a quantity is not exactly zero, 
but close to it, then the corresponding coefficient can become very large and badly computed and 
roundoff errors can affect seriously the algorithm. This situation is called a near-breakdown. In 
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order to avoid such a numerical instability, it is necessary to jump over all the polynomials which 
could be badly computed and to compute directly the first regular polynomial which follows. 

Such procedures, which consist in jumping over polynomials which do not exist or could be 
badly computed, were first introduced by Taylor [31] and Parlett,  Taylor and Liu [32] under 
the name of look-ahead techniques (see [331 for an improvement). They are based on recurrence 
relationships allowing to jump over existing polynomials. Such relations were already given in the 
preceding section as well as the corresponding algorithms for the implementation of the L£nczos 
method. These algorithms are the GMRZ and the BSMRZ [34,37]. A look-ahead technique for 
avoiding breakdowns and near-breakdowns in the three-term recurrence relationship satisfied by 
the polynomials Pk was also proposed in [20] under the name of look-ahead Ldnczos algorithm. 
It reduces to the classical L£nczos algorithm (that is L£nczos/Orthores) when no jump occurs; 
see also [19,39]. For the CGS, we have the algorithm called the BSMRZS [35]. The case of other 
algorithms where the residual vector rk is defined as rk = Vk(A)Pk(A)ro, with Vk a polynomial 
satisfying some recurrence relationship, was investigated in [40]. Algorithms of this type are 
called Conjugate Gradient Multiplied (CGM). This class of methods includes, as a particular 
case, the Bi-CGSTAB of Van der Vorst [41]. 

In all these algorithms, the main point (which is quite difficult) is the definition of the near- 
breakdown itself. In other words, it is difficult to decide when and how far to jump. Changing 
the definition can lead to very different numerical results. Let us now explain how we finally 
solved this problem. 

We saw above that,  in the case of a true breakdown, the length mk of the jump is given by 
the conditions (13) and (14). Of course, in practice, it is impossible to check a strict equality 
to zero. So, in our first implementation of the algorithms [34,37], we chose, for treating the 
near-breakdown, a threshold value e and defined the value of mk by the conditions 

> e, for i = nk + m k  - -  1. 

Obviously, these conditions force themselves from (13) and (14). However, the beginning and the 
length of the jumps were quite sensitive to the choice of e and so were also the numerical results. 
It meant that  it was not the proper way of jumping and that  our test had to be changed for a 
more appropriate one. 

Let us explain how this problem was solved in the case of the CGS [35]. 

In tha t  case, since p(1) has exactly the degree nk, the preceding inequalities can be replaced " k  

by the equivalent ones 

c(1)@iP (1)2) < e ,  f o r i = 0 , . . . , m k - 2  and 

\ ~ ' k  ] > e ,  f o r i = m k - 1 .  

This test was used in many examples but  the results obtained were also very sensitive to the 
value of e (see [36]). The reason was that  the beginning of the jump was correctly defined by the 
condition 

c( ' ) (P~ ' ) ' )  < ~  

qc(1)(~ (i?~, (more precisely, the ratio of this quantity to Ic(P(kl)Pk)l and, for the first step, to sP~ Jl 
also), but that  the end of the jump (that is the value of ink) was not properly given by the 
condition 

t,': "<k 71 > ~  

Defining mk in that  way, led, in some examples, to a value of mk which was too large, thus 
producing a numerical instability because we jumped over polynomials which were well computed. 
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The remedy we used consists in replacing the above condition giving the value of mk by a test  
on the near singularity of the system for computing the coefficients of the recurrence relationships. 
We continue to j ump  until a nonnearly singular system has been found, which gives the value 

of ink. 
This type of near-breakdown is clearly related, by (13) and (14), to a true breakdown and thus 

it can be called a true near-breakdown. 
But  there is also a second type of near-breakdown which can be called a ghost near-breakdown 

since it is related to the ghost breakdown as defined above. Indeed, since our algorithm was 
obtained by squaring the relations (18) and (20), a ghost breakdown, due to c(~naPk) = 0, could 
also occur. So, the ghost near-breakdown which arises when this quanti ty is close to zero, has 
also to be avoided. In the program given in [36], it was not tried curing this type of ghost near- 
breakdown and the program stopped in tha t  case, which can explain its numerical instability 
since we could divide by quantities close to zero. Let us now explain how we treated this problem 

in the program given in [35]. 
I t  was observed numerically tha t  the quantity 

,,(:) 

was close to zero in two cases: 

1. when it is necessary to jump,  and 
2. when the exact solution will be obtained at the end of the current iteration. 

Let us now explain the theoretical reasons for this observation. I t  is easy to see tha t  

cr (1) :c(1)(p(1)pk+] ) : c ( ~ n k + ' P k + l )  kq-1 

By definition of the linear functional c (1), we have 

k+l = y ,A  (A)Pk+l(A)ro , 

which shows that  _(1) = 0 if Pk+l(A)ro = O, that  is, if the exact solution will be obtained at the a k + l  
end of the current iteration. 

The quanti ty ,,(1) -k+ l  can also be zero if the orthogonality conditions of Pk+l are satisfied farther 
than  nk+ 1 - -  1. In tha t  case, as explained above, a ghost breakdown will occur at the next 
i teration and thus it is necessary to jump farther during the current iteration. Obviously a ghost 
near-breakdown occurs if this quanti ty is close to zero and we also have to jump in this case. 

Thus we now have to decide how far to jump. The value of mk is set to 2 and the systems 
giving the coefficients of the recurrence relationships are solved. If these systems are singular 
(pivot = 0) or nearly singular (Ipivotl < El, where el is some threshold value) then mk is changed 
to mk q- 1 and the procedure is repeated until a nonnearly singular system has been obtained. 
Then,  we have to check if a ghost breakdown (or a ghost near-breakdown) could occur at the 
beginning of the next iteration. The quantity by which we shall have to divide at the beginning 
of the next iteration is 

a(m~) = c(1) {~m~- lD(1) ,  / ---- c(~"~+'Pk+l)  

If  it is equal to zero, it can mean, as before, that  the solution will be obtained at the end of the 
(m~) (or close to it), then we shall have a current iteration. I t  is not the case and if ak+ 1 is zero 

ghost breakdown (or a ghost near-breakdown) at the next iteration. Thus, the preceding jump 
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was not long enough and we have still to increase by 1 the value of ink. This procedure has to 
be repeated until polynomials satisfying all the previous conditions have been obtained. 

Thus finally, for avoiding a near-breakdown, it is necessary, first to decide when to jump and 
then to find the value rnk of the length of the jump. For obtaining rnk, two different tests have 
to be performed: 

1. the singularity (or the near-singularity) of the systems giving the coefficients of the poly- 
nomials, and 

(-~k) 
2. the value of the quantity crk+ 1 . 

These new tests have been incorporated in our codes for curing true and ghost near-breakdowns 
in the CGS [35] and in the Bi-CGSTAB [40]. Other tests for checking small quantities have also 
been included. The preceding tests have not yet been implemented in our codes for the SMRZ, 
the BMRZ and the BSMRZ. 

6.  C O N C L U S I O N S  

The analysis and remedy for breakdowns and near-breakdowns presented in this paper came 
out from the theory of formal orthogonal polynomials which forms the foundations for procedures 
based on the L£nczos method. As shown above, these orthogonal polynomials occur not only 
in the ease where the matrix of the system is symmetric positive definite (which is the usual 
well-known case where the linear functionals can be represented as an integral with respect to 
a positive Borel measure on the real line; see [42,43], for example) but also in the case of an 
arbi t rary nonsymmetric matrix (which corresponds to an indefinite inner product; see [10,21], 
for example). In our opinion, this approach, based on orthogonal polynomials, is simple and 
powerful and could possibly be extended to other algorithms related to L£nczos method such as 
those using biorthogonal polynomials [44,45]. It could also possibly be useful in implementing 
the extensions of these methods to nonlinear systems [46]. The classical approach to the L£nczos 
method and to Krylov subspace methods by linear algebra techniques can be found in [47,48], 
and the problems of breakdown and near-breakdown are discussed in [49,50]. 

We do not pretend that  the techniques summarized in this paper are able to cure all the possible 
near-breakdowns, nor that  our codes are for all seasons. But, from the numerical examples 
performed, it seems that  they are, at least, able to bring some more numerical stability to the 
algorithms. Another important  and open question concerns the optimal choice (in the sense 
of numerical stability) of the auxiliary polynomials {Uk} appearing in the computation of the 
coefficients of the various recurrence relationships used for the orthogonal polynomials. 

As mentioned in [51], roundoff errors can appear as a scaling (or normalization) problem. So, 

instead of working with the polynomials Pk and.Pk (1), it is possible to use the polynomials/Sk = 
A 

&kPk and .P(1)k = DkP(1), where 5k and Dk are suitably chosen scaling factors. A L~nczos/Orthodir  
algorithm modified along this idea was proposed in [52]. However, it must be noticed that  
changing the normalization could also change the nature of the breakdowns and near-breakdowns 
in an algorithm. 

Thanks to the close connection between formal orthogonal polynomials and Pad~ approxi- 
mants [9,14,25,26], any stable algorithm for computing recursively the sequence ([k - l /k])  of 
Pad~ approximants could possibly be adapted to our problem. Such an algorithm was recently 
derived by Cabay and Meleshko [53]. It consists in computing scaled polynomials /Sk by their 
recurrence relationship and jumping over the polynomials which could be badly computed, ac- 
cording to some criteria. The criteria are, in fact, a measure of the conditioning of the Hankel 
system which gives the coefficients of the orthogonal polynomials. Only the orthogonal polynomi- 
als corresponding to well-conditioned Hankel systems are computed, the other ones being skipped 
over. Thus a weakly stable algorithm is obtained. It computes a sequence of Pad~ approximants 
along the main subdiagonal of the Pad~ table. When the threshold value used in the criteria 
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for the jumps is set to zero, then an algorithm previously proposed by Cabay and Choi [54] for 
jumping over the nonexisting polynomials /5 k is recovered. So, the ideas used in [53,54] (see 
also [55]) are quite similar to ours. They still have to be applied to the treatment of break- 
downs and near-breakdowns in L£nczos algorithms. In particular, using the algorithms given 
in [53,54] will produce, respectively, procedures for curing breakdowns and near-breakdowns in 
L~zlczos/Orthores. 

Let us also mention that a minimal residual smoothing technique [56-58] or an hybrid proce- 
dure [59] can be incorporated into the algorithms in order to improve their numerical stability 
and to smooth their convergence. Numerical examples could be found in [12,59]. 

The algorithms discussed in this paper are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. 

recurrence relations 

Pk+l ~'- Pk,P(k 1) 
pk(1) p(1) p(1) 

+ 1  ~ ' -  " k ' k--1 

Pk+l ~ Pk ,Pk -1  

Pk+l *- P k , P  0 )  

pO)  ,__ p(1) ,pk+ 1 k+l 

Pk..[-1 +'- Pk,P(k 1) 
p(1) p(1), 

k+l ~-- k Pk 

algorithm's name 

L~nczos/Orthodir 

L&nczos/Orthores 

L£nczos/Orthomin 

AS/B8 

L~nczos method 

breakdown 

MRZ 

look-ahead 

uBIORES 

BMRZ 

CSBCG 

SMRZ 

near-break. 

GMRZ 

look-ahead 

does not 

exist 

BSMRZ 

CGS method 

breakdown 

MRZS 

uBIORES 2 

BMRZS 

CSCGS 

SMRZS 

near-break. 

does not 

exist 

BSMRZS 

We are currently programming the GMRZ and also filling up the void places in Table 1. In 
particular, it will be interesting to derive the algorithm based on L£nczos/Orthodir for treating 
near-breakdowns in the CGS, since this algorithm is the only reliable one for implementing 
L£nczos method. 

The ideas developed in this paper only became clear after programming the algorithms and 
testing them on many numerical examples, which shows once more, if necessary, that, as stated 
by Wynn [60] 

. . .  numerical analysis is very much an experimental science. 
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